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repairs; cross-lip flaps; otoplasty; facial fractures; and papers on various subjects.
There is also a section of essays on the main contributors and their work. Each
extract has a commentary by an expert, a biographical sketch, and occasionally an
editorial note. Many American collections of this kind have an abnormally large
number of pieces by English-speaking authors, but in this book there is a fairer
representation of French, German, and other nationalities. There are also a
few secondary source contributions. The illustrations are numerous and of good
quality.
In all this is a valuable reference work on the history ofplastic surgery, and it can
be warmly recommended.
The ambrosia heart tantra, translated by Jhampa Kelsang with annotations by Yeshi
Donden, vol. 1, Dharamsala, Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 1977, 8vo,
pp. 126 [no price stated].
This translation of the First and half of the Second Treatise in the fundamental
Tibetan work on medicine from about A.D.800 will be welcomed by those interested in
traditional medicine. Out of the six chapters of the First Treatise, two have been
translated by Dr. Elisabeth Finckhinher Grundlagen tibetischerHeilkunde of1975. All
the thirty-one chapters ofthe Second Treatise have been translated by Rechung Rin-
poche in his Tibetan medicine in original texts (London, Wellcome Institute for the
History of Medicine, 1973, pp. 29-97), except for chapter three which the translation
under notice has also omitted for similar reasons. It is always good when the same
ground is covered several times because it gives the reader the opportunity of com-
parison and assessment. The present translation benefits by the annotations of Dr.
Yeshi D6nden, the personal physician of the Dalai Lama. The Rechung translation
incorporated a certain amount of commentary from the Vaidurya sNgon.po or Blue
Beryl of the seventeenth century because these passages formed part of the text in
the blockprint used. The present translation has neatly separated the rGyud.bzhi or
Four Treatises text from the annotations which are given in brackets. On the other
hand, many ofthe annotations by Dr. Donden are the same as the passages from the
Blue Beryl in the Rechung translation. It would be helpful if in the next volume the
annotations from older commentaries such as the Blue Beryl or the Lhan.thabs
were separated from Dr. Donden's own remarks which are the result ofobservations
made in the twentieth century. The choice of title is striking. It translates the long
original title rather than the short title Four Treatises usually given to the work.
The translation "heart" rather than "essence" is literal and poetic. The use of the
word "ambrosia" instead of the usual "nectar" is less literal because bdud.rtsi is
definitely a juice and not solid food. But a regard for euphony may have dictated
this choice, and quite rightly so.
JOSEPH NEEDHAM, The shorter science andcivilization in China: 1, anabridgement
by Colin A. Ronan, Cambridge University Press, 1978, 8vo, pp. xi, 326, illus.,
£7.95.
After twenty-four years and eight volumes Science and civilization in China is still
in production. Its very dimensions have repelled some, especially students, and the
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